
2022 COC Off Season Test 1

1. Fourth-and-Six on A14.  Kicker A1 punts the ball and B2 is in position to receive the
punt at the B45.  B2 does not signal and immediately after he muffs the ball, flyer A2 hits
him with his shoulder making forcible contact to B2’s helmet.  A3 recovers the ball at the
B42.

2. Third-and-Nine on A21.  QBA1 throws a backward pass to Back A2 who muffs the
ball into the air at the A15.  B7 bats the airborne ball at the A14 to the A19 where B3
recovers the ball and runs to the A4 where he fumbles the ball into the end zone.  B5
controls the loose ball with his left foot in the end zone and his right foot touching the
end line pylon.  B5’s right knee then hits in the end zone and he lands out of bounds over
the end line.

3. Third-and-Thirteen on B23.  QBA1 throws a pass, which B1 intercepts in the end
zone, runs, and is tackled by the facemask at the B3 by A5.  During B1’s run B4 blocked
A4 low in the end zone.  Tackle A8 was not on the line of scrimmage at the snap.

4. Third-and-Five on B15.  With 0:04 remaining in the game, Team A trails 16-10.
Flanker A2 is flexed and is chucked by B1 at the B14 and by B2 at the B12 while QBA1
is in the pocket.  QBA1 then completes a pass to End A3 who is tackled inbounds at the
B9 (0:00), gets up and spikes the ball.

5. Second-and-Twelve on A18. QB A1 hands the ball to Back A3, who runs to the A28
where he is tackled.  Prior to the snap, Right Guard A5 who is in a two-point stance,
smoothly resets to a three-point stance but does not come to a complete stop prior to the
snap.

6. Third-and-Five on B15.  With 2:05 remaining in the fourth quarter and Team B
leading 20-16, QBA1 completes a pass to End A2 who runs to the B5 where he is tackled
by the facemask by B7.  A2 then fumbles the ball at the B3.  Back A3 recovers the ball in
the end zone for a touchdown (1:58).  On the try kick, Tackle A7 false starts, after which
the RO then sees an All 30 view that TV shows Team A clearly had 12 players on the
third down scoring play.



7. Second-and-Eighteen on B38.  Center A5 double clutches the snap to T-QBA1 and
Defensive Lineman B7 continues into the offensive backfield and hits QBA1 helmet to
helmet.  Team B had a twelfth player attempting to get off the field at the snap.

8. Fourth-and-Five on B35.  B1 catches Kicker A1’s punt at the B3 and his momentum
carries him into the end zone.  B1 attempts to run the ball out of the end zone but fumbles
the ball.  B2 recovers the ball in the end zone, and he is tackled by A6 at the goal line
with the ball at the B½.  During B1’s run B6 blocked A6 low in the end zone and during
the airborne kick, A8 blocked B8 above the waist in the back at the B29.

9. Second-and-Seven on A5. With 0:55 remaining in the first half and Team A has no
TO’s remaining. T-QBA1 muffs the snap, and the ball rolls into the end zone where Back
A2 recovers the ball (0:51) and runs to the A12 where he throws a backward pass to Back
A3 who muffs the ball at the A10 and the ball rolls out of bounds at the A14 (0:40).

10. Third-and-Sixteen on A34.  QBA1 drops back to the A27 where he throws a pass
toward Tight End A3 who is slanting over the middle.  The pass is low and deflects off
Guard A6’s helmet at the A34 and goes into the air to the A38.  A2 leaps for the ball,
controls it while airborne, and throws it forward to End A3 at the A42.  A3 catches the
ball at theA42 and runs to the A47 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the B48.

11. Third-and-Seven on B11. QBA1 throws a pass toward End A2 in the end zone.  A2
comes back toward the field of play, jumps, and controls the ball while airborne over the
end zone near the sideline.  While airborne, A2’s left foot hits the goal line pylon and
lands inbounds at the B1.  A2’s right foot lands inbounds at the B2 and he then steps out
of bounds at the B3.  B7 was offside at the snap.

12. Fourth-and-Nine on B15. At the snap, Nose Guard B5 grabs Center A5 at the line
of scrimmage and pulls him back to the B14 to allow B4 to shoot the gap in an attempt to
block Kicker A1’s field goal attempt from the B22.  B4 deflects the ball at the B21 and
the ball rolls to the B8 where A7 blocks passive B7 into the ball and the ball rolls into the
end zone where A9 recovers the ball.



13. Third-and-Nine on A11. B1 intercepts QBA1’s pass at the A24 and runs to the A3
where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A4. Prior to the pass, Guard A6 illegally
chop blocked B6 at the A10.

14. Third-and-Eight on A22. QBA1 throws a pass toward End A2 at the A28.  As A2
reaches for the untouched pass, B1 launches and contacts A2 helmet to helmet at the
A28.  The ball then deflects off A2’s hands and B3 intercepts the ball at the A31 and runs
for a touchdown.  After scoring B3 stomps on the Team A logo in the end zone.

15. Third-and-Nineteen on B37. QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the B39 and A2 runs
off right tackle and is tackled at the B35.  During A2’s run, Left Guard A6 blocked Nose
Tackle B5 high and Left Tackle A8 blocked him at the knees in the clipping zone.  After
the play, B5 didn’t see the flag and is upset, so he takes off his helmet to complain to the
Umpire.

16. Third-and-Four on A45. Team A has 2 TO’s remaining. QBA1 throws a low pass
toward Tight End A2 over the middle that deflects off Center A5’s shoulder into the air
and End A3 catches the ball at the A48 and runs to the B49.  The Umpire threw his flag
for ITP.  As the teams line up for the next play, Right Tackle A8 false starts.  The Team A
Coach then challenges the ITP.

17. Third-and-Thirteen on B20. QBA1 throws a pass toward End A2 in the end zone.
B1 leaps for the pass near the end line, controls the ball, and realizes he can not come
down inbounds so while airborne, he throws the ball forward to B2 who catches the ball
at the B4 and runs the length of the field for a touchdown.

18. First-and-Ten on B12. QBA1 drops back and throws a pass toward End A4 who is
airborne, two yards deep in the end zone.  A4 controls the ball when B1 wraps his arms
around him and drives him back to the B3 where he releases him.  A4 lands on his feet
and runs toward the goal line where he fumbles the ball at the B½ over the end line. The
officials rule a touchback.



19. Fourth-and-Nine on B42. B1 fields Kicker A1’s punt at the B3 and his momentum
carries him into the end zone where he fumbles the ball forward and out of bounds at the
B5.  During B1’s fumble B7 clipped A7 at the B6.

20. Third-and-Nine on A38. Wide Receiver A2 is lined up on the line of scrimmage at
the A36, four yards in front of Team A’s Bench Area.  Shot Gun QBA1 from the A31
throws a quick pass to uncovered A2, who catches the ball at the A39 and runs to the B46
where he fumbles the ball.  B5 recovers the ball at the B44 and runs to the A6.  Prior to
the snap, A2 thinks he is offside (which he is not) so he moves abruptly backward
immediately prior to the snap but does not come to a complete stop before the ball is
snapped.

21. Third-and-Seven on A23.  Both B1 and B2 line up in front of Wide Receiver A2. At
the snap, B1 cuts A2 at the A23.  A2 gets up and runs to the A26.  QBA1, still in the
pocket, completes a pass to End A4 at the A35.  A4 runs to the B6 where he fumbles the
ball into the end zone where A4 recovers the ball with his knee inbounds and he then
lands out of bounds.

22. First-and-Ten on B26. With 0:58 remaining in the game Team A leads 21-20 and
Team A has no time outs remaining.  QBA1 scrambles toward the sideline and while at
the B28, he intentionally slides feet forward and hits the ground 3 yards inbounds with
his knee and body and then slides out of bounds on the ground with 0:54 on the game
clock.  The Line Judge stops the clock and rules the QB out of bounds.

23. Third-and-Five-on A45.  QBA1 fakes a draw up the middle to Back A2.
Linebacker B5 thinks A2 has the ball and tackles him at the A46.  QBA1 completes a
forward pass to Back A3 who runs to the B5 where he fumbles the ball into the end zone.
B6 recovers the ball in the end zone, after which A7 spears him.

24. Third-and-Eight on A42. QBA1 completes a pass to End A2 at the A45 near the
sideline.  A2 runs and B1, standing out of bounds at the A47, hits A2’s arm, causing him
to fumble the ball at the A49 and the ball rolls out of bounds at the B48.



25. Second-and-Nine on A21.  Team A leads 21-3 in the fourth quarter.  Guard A6
drives B6 off the line of scrimmage to the A25 where he stops.  End A3 muffs a pass over
the middle at the A27 and A6 then shoves B1 aside at the A28, catches the ball at the A29
and runs for a touchdown.  After scoring the touchdown, A6 throws the ball into the
stands.

26. Second-and-Twelve on A8.  QBA1 drops into the end zone to pass. Defensive
Lineman B7 is blocked By Tackle A6 into QBA1 knees causing A1 to fumble the ball in
the end zone.  A4 definitely recovers the ball in the end zone, but then loses the ball,
which B4 recovers.  The officials award the ball to B4 for a touchdown.  The Team A
coach runs down the sideline to ask the Head Line Judge if he can challenge the play.

27. First-and-Ten on B12.  Quarterback A1 throws an incomplete pass toward Tight End
A4 in the end zone.  Prior to the pass, Linebacker B3 held Wide Receiver A3 at the line
of scrimmage, and at the end of the play it is discovered that B7 who had been substituted
for, was standing on the Team A sideline at the B5.

28. Team A trails 24-19 and attempts an onside safety kick from the A20 with 1:59
remaining in the second half.  The ball deflects off A7 at the A28 and then rolls out of
bounds at the A30. Team A had one player between the right numbers and the right
sideline.

29. On a kickoff from the A30, B1 catches the ball at the B5.  B1 runs to the B11
where he throws a backward pass to B2 who muffs the ball at the B6.  The ball goes into
the air and just as B2 reaches for the ball at the B3, A2 bats the ball into the goal line
pylon.  During B1’s run B3 and B4, both lined up at the B15 yard line, come together and
double team block A4 at the B20 yard line from the front above the waist.

30. Second-and-Nine on B19.  QBA1 throws a forward pass, which B1 intercepts at the
B4, runs, and is tackled at the B6 where he fumbles the ball.  B2 recovers the ball at the
B1 and his momentum carries him into the end zone.  While in the end zone B2 throws a
backward pass toward Teammate B4 who muffs the ball, which rolls out of bounds in the
end zone.  During B2’s run B8 blocked A8 low at the B11.



31. Fourth-and-Four on B14.  With 1:11 remaining in the game, Team A trails 20-10.
T-QBA1 muffs the snap at the B15 (1:11) and the ball rolls to the B20 where Back A2
kicks the ball out of bounds at the B11 (1:07).

32. Second-and-Eight on A12.  Back A2 takes a handoff from QBA1 at the A10 and
runs to the A16 where B1 reaches in from out of bounds and strips the ball.  The ball rolls
to the A18 where B3 bats the loose ball to the A24 where A5 recovers the ball.  During
the loose ball, A5 held B5 at the A19.

33. Fourth-and-Goal on B4. Back A2 takes a handoff from QBA1 at the B5 and he runs
to the B1 where he is tackled and lands on players.  A2 rolls over the players, keeps his
feet, and runs into the end zone for a touchdown.  At the end of the play, B7, one of the
players A2 had rolled over, got up and grabbed the Line Judge to complain it should not
be a touchdown.  In reviewing the play, it is determined that A2’s left elbow had hit the
ground at the B1 as he was rolling over players.

34. Second-and-Eleven on B21. B1 chucks Tight End A2 in the back at the B17 with
QBA1 in the pocket.  A1 then scrambles in the backfield and runs out of bounds at the
B28.

35. Third-and-Seven on B27.  With 0:13 remaining in the game Team A trails 24-18.
Shotgun QBA1 completes a pass to End A2 at the B25.  A2 was moving back toward the
line of scrimmage and his momentum carries him to the B29 where he then throws a pass
to A1 at the B18.  A1 catches the ball and runs for a touchdown (0:07).

36. Third-and-Fourteen on A18. QBA1 scrambles out of the pocket and while under
pressure at the A5 throws the ball toward the sideline.  The ball clearly and obviously
lands inbounds at the A19 but the Head Line Judge comes in and tells the Referee that the
ball was short of the line of scrimmage and there was no receiver in the area.  The
Referee drops his flag at the A5 and rules Intentional Grounding.



37. Fourth-and-Seven on A5. With 0:19 remaining in the game, both teams have time
outs remaining, and Team A leads 23-21.  Punter A1 muffs the snap in the end zone and
Blocking Back A2 recovers the ball in the end zone.  A2 runs and is about to be tackled
in the end zone, so he throws a pass into the back of Guard A7 at the A3 with no
receivers in the area (0:13).

38. Fourth-and-Nine on A19. Kicker A1 muffs the snap at the A8, and then bats the
grounded ball at the A5 to the A2.  Back A3 recovers the ball at the A2, scrambles, and is
tackled at the A½.  After the play, B2 hits him late.

39. Third-and-Eight on B18.  With 1:14 remaining in the game, Team A trails 27-19.
QBA1 drops back in the pocket to the B28, and he can’t find an open receiver, and
without being under pressure, he throws the ball out of bounds at the B22 (1:09).

40. Third-and-Nine on A11. T-QBA1 passes the ball to Back A2, who muffs the ball at
the A5 and the ball rolls toward the end zone.  B1 attempts to recover the ball at the A3
but muffs the ball into the end zone where Tackle A8 recovers the ball.  After the play,
B7 head butts QBA1 at the A6 completely away from the player action.

41. Fourth-and-Six on B34.  On a field goal attempted from the B42, the kick is
blocked, and the ball rolls out of bounds at the B30.  Prior to the kick, Right TE A2
blocked B2 high while Back A3 blocked B2 at the knees.

42. Fourth-and-Seven on B33.  Kicker A1’s punt rolls untouched into Team B’s end
zone where B1 recovers the ball and attempts to run it out.  B1 fumbles while still in his
end zone, and the ball rolls to the B7 where B8 and A8 simultaneously recover the ball.
During B1’s run B6 held A6 at the B12.

43. Third-and-Twelve on A38. QBA1 completes a pass to End A2 who runs to the 50
where he is tackled inbounds.  In elation for the first down, A2 gets up and spikes the
ball.  B8 was offside at the snap.  The Team B Coach challenges that the ball should be
spotted at the A49½, which it should have.



44. Fourth-and-Nine on A11.  With 0:17 remaining in the game Team A leads 14-12.
Kicker A1 punts the ball and B1 signals for a fair catch at the A34.  B1 muffs the punt
into the air at the A32 and catches the ball at the A30 where A8 tackles him (0:11).

45. Fourth-and-Nine on B39.  Kicker A1’s punt lands at the B6 and rolls toward the end
zone.  A7, who had stepped on the sideline at the B7 and reestablished back inbounds,
touches the ball at the B4, and B1 then recovers the ball at the B2 and runs to the B16.

46. Fourth-and-Five on B45.  Center A5 is at the B44 when Kicker A1 punts the ball.
B1 gives an invalid fair catch signal at the B12 and muffs the ball at the B14.  The ball
rolls to the B4 where A7 recovers the ball.  During the kick B6 blocked A6 low at the
B33.

47. Fourth-and-Six on B16.  On an attempted field goal from the B24, Holder A2 muffs
the snap and the ball rolls to the B28 where Kicker A1 recovers the ball and runs to the
B18 where he dropkicks the ball which deflects off the upright, hits the TV camera on the
base of the goal post, rebounds back over the cross bar, and hits in the end zone.

48. Third-and-Six on B16.  Back A3 runs to the B10 where he is tackled inbounds.
After the play, QBA1 thought he was roughed so he takes off his helmet and yells at the
Referee.

49. Second-and-Six on A34.  QBA1 throws a pass toward End A2 that is intercepted by
B1 at the A43 and B1 runs to the A7 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A10.
During B1’s run A8 who was completely out of the play at the A36 was viciously
blocked from the side by B5, who he had not seen.

50. Second-and-Nine on A41.  In a tied game with 1:45 remaining in the 4th quarter,
QBA1 throws a pass toward Tight End A3 at the A49.  A3 dives for the ball, and the ball
clearly and obviously without touching the ground deflects off his hands into the air.  B1
intercepts the ball at the 50 and runs to the A8 where he is tackled.  The Field Judge
comes in late and after huddling up with other officials rules the pass was incomplete, as
he thought when A3 dove for the ball, it had hit the ground.



51. Third-and-Six on B8. With 0:28 remaining in the game Team A trails 24-21.  QBA1
throws a touchdown pass to End A3 deep in the end zone (0:23).  After the play B1 is
upset because he thought A3 had shoved off to free himself to catch the pass, so he goes
up to the Back Judge and berates him, and the Back Judge throws his flag.  B1 then picks
up the flag and throws it into the stands.  On the successful try-kick Nose Guard B5 pulls
Center A5 down by the facemask.

52. Third-and-Six on B46.  QBA1 scrambles and throws a pass from the A49 toward
End A2 near the sideline at the B39.  A2 controls the ball at the B39 and is driven
backwards out of bounds at the B42 as the Head Line Judge wound the clock for forward
progress at the B39.  The Team B Coach challenges that A2 had bobbled the ball and
never caught it until he was out of bounds, which was true.

53. Second-and-Five on B45.  With 0:09 remaining in the game Team A trails 21-14 and
has no timeouts remaining.  End A2 catches a pass from QBA1 at the B32 and is tackled
inbounds at the B31.  Team A hurries up to the line of scrimmage and with 0:03 on the
clock the Center snaps the ball and the QB immediately spikes the ball and it hits the
ground with 0:01 on the clock but it runs to 0:00.  Just before the snap Left Tackle A7 is
moving and B1 is attempting to get back from the offensive backfield and is five yards in
the offensive backfield when the ball is snapped.

54. Second-and-Five on A6. Shot Gun QBA1 in the end zone, muffs the snap, and the
ball rolls in the pocket toward the end line where he recovers the ball and runs in the
pocket to the A3 where he completes a swing pass to End A2, who catches the ball at the
A5 and runs to the A12 where he fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A14.  Prior to
A1’s pass, and after he had recovered the ball in the end zone, B4 chucked End A4 at the
A13.

55. Third-and-Four on B30.  With 0:16 remaining in the game, Team B leads 26-24.
QBA1 attempts a handoff to Back A2 at the B36 and A2 muffs the ball. A3 shoves B6 in
the back at the B38 and recovers the ball at the B39 with 0:12 remaining in the game.  A3
runs to the B26, fumbles the ball, and the ball rolls out of bounds at the B22 with 0:09
remaining in the game.



56. Third-and-Six on B12.  B1 intercepts QBA1’s pass deep in the end zone and runs to
the goal line where A2, with his right leg touching the goal line pylon, strips the ball from
him and B3 recovers the ball at the B8.  After the play B3 spikes the ball at the feet of
A2.

57. Third-and-Goal on B4.  With 1:19 remaining in the game Team A trails 26-18.
QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the B6 and A2 runs to the B½ where he is tackled by B6
and fumbles the ball (1:16). The ball is loose in the end zone and officials dig in the pile
of players and signal Team B’s ball with B3 running away from the pile with the ball
(1:14). The Head Line Judge then comes in late and rules A2 down by contact at the B½
(1:14).  The Replay Official initiates a review of the play, and it is determined that A2
fumbled the ball at the B ½ but there is no clear recovery visible on video.

58. First-and-Ten on A19.  End A2 touches the sideline at the A23.  QBA1 then throws
a pass toward A2 at the A28.  B2 shoves A2 at the A28, intercepts the ball at the A27
and runs for a touchdown, after which he does pushups in the end zone.  Just after the
snap, Tackle A7 tripped B7 at the A17.

59. First-and-Goal on B3.  Team A trails 21-13 with 0:03 remaining in the game.  Back
A2 dives over the line of scrimmage and is contacted by B7.  A2 then hits on his right
elbow at the B½ and the ball is at the B¼. A2 then lost control of the ball and B3
recovered the ball in the end zone.  The officials awarded Team B the ball (0:00).  After
the play, the Back Judge spotted B8 (12th player) who had gone off the field on Team A’s
sideline prior to the play. The Replay Official then initiates a review of the play to
determine whether it was a TD or the B12th player exited on the wrong side of the field.

60. With 3:08 remaining in the first half, Team A trails 27-3 and attempts a surprise
onside kickoff from the A35. A6 muffs the ball at the A44 and B6 recovers the ball at
the A46 with his foot on the sideline.  During the kick, A3 blocked B3 low at the A45.

61. Second-and-Nine on A10. T-QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the A6. A2 scrambles
and is eventually tackled by the facemask by B7 at the A4 and fumbles the ball. B4
recovers the ball in the end zone. Team A had twelve players on the field in formation at
the snap.  B8 was offside at the snap. The play was not shut down at the snap.



62. Third-and-Goal on B7. QBA1 throws a pass toward End A2 in the end zone near
the goal line. A2 jumps and controls the ball while airborne when B7 overtly shoves him
toward the field of play, which causes A2 to juggle the ball. A2 then lands on his feet at
the B1, gains control of the ball, turns, and is hit helmet to helmet by B4, which causes
him to fumble the ball. B9 recovers the ball in the end zone and runs for a touchdown
after which he puts an end line pylon between his legs (pointing outward) and parades
around the end zone.

63. Third-and-Three on A17. Back A2 runs to the A19 where he is tackled inbounds.
The Team A Coach, requests to challenge that the ball should be spotted at the A20.
After reviewing the play, the ball is spotted at the A20.

64. On a kickoff from the A35 with 1:45 remaining in the first half, B1 recovers the
ball on the goal line with his leg touching the goal line pylon (the play was not blown
dead at this point).  B1 runs to the B13 where he fumbles the ball.  A6 recovers the ball at
the B19 and runs to the B½ where B8 tackles him by the facemask.  During A6’s run A9
blocked B9 low in the end zone. After discussion the crew determines the play should
have been blown dead when the ball touched the goal line.

65. Second-and-Five on B25. QBA1 scrambles to the B25½ where he throws a forward
pass, with his body and arm at the B24, his right foot at the B25 and the ball at the B24,
toward End A2 at the B15.  End A2 steps on the sideline at the B15, leaps and while
airborne B1 contacts him helmet to helmet, causing A2 to then muff the ball which falls
to the ground at the B16.

66. Fourth-and-Eight on A38. With 9:45 left in the game and the clock was running,
Team A leading 21-7, Team A lets the play clock run down to :02 and then Right Tackle
A2 false starts with 9:27 on the game clock.

67. Third-and-Eleven on A10. QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the A8 and A2 runs to
the A22 where he fumbles the ball.  End A3 recovers the ball at the A21. While the ball
was loose, A7 clipped B7 at the A12.  During A2’s run Tackle A8 tripped B5 at the A9.



68. Third-and-Five on B11. B1 intercepts QBA1’s pass at the B3 and his momentum
carries him into the end zone.  B1 runs deep in the end zone, is trapped, and throws a pass
toward B2, who is at the goal line.  B2 muffs the ball into the air and A4 catches the ball
at the B3 and runs for a touchdown.  After scoring, A4 runs to the Team B logo in the
center of the field, turns toward the Team B bench, and flexes his muscles.

69. Fourth-and-Nine on B14. On a field goal attempt from the B21, the kick is blocked
and the ball lands at the B6 before rolling out of bounds at the B2. On the play A9 (#72)
had reported as an eligible receiver. At the snap he was aligned at the right tackle position
and was covered up by Right Tight End A3.  While the kick was rolling on the ground,
B1 clipped A7 at the B8.

70. Fourth-and-Eight on B32. B1 gives an invalid fair catch signal at the B7, but B2
catches the punt at the B4 and the play is not blown dead.  B2 runs to the B7 where he
fumbles the ball.  A4 recovers the ball at the B9 and runs for a touchdown, after which he
throws the ball at B2, and hits him. After the play the crew realizes the play should have
been blown dead when B2 caught the ball at the B4.

71. Second-and-Six on B9. Team A trails 19-3, and the game clock is stopped with 0:06
remaining in the first half.  Shot Gun QBA1 at the B16 pitches out to back A2 at the B21
and A2 runs to his right and throws a pass toward A1 in the end zone on the left side of
the field in the end zone.  B1 grabs A1 by the facemask, turns him around, intercepts the
ball in the end zone and runs for a touchdown (0:00).  No flag is thrown on the play.

72. On a kickoff from the A35, the ball bounces at the B1 and while airborne in the end
zone, B2 muffs the ball and the ball rolls toward the end line.  B2 recovers the ball deep
in the end zone and runs to the B12.  During B2’s run, B5 clipped A5 in the end zone and
A6 blocked B6 low at the B7.

73. Fourth-and-Nine on A31. On Kicker A1’s punt, Flyer A2 is immediately blocked
low by B2 at the A31 prior to the punt.  B1 catches the punt at the B32 and runs to the
A12 where he is tackled and fumbles the ball.  A9 recovers the ball at the A7 and runs to
the 50.



74. Third-and-Sixteen on B30. Back A2 runs off right tackle to the B22, where he
fumbles the ball, and the ball rolls out of bounds at the B16.  During A2’s run, Left
Tackle A8 clipped Defensive Tackle B8 above the knees at the Line of Scrimmage and
Nose Guard B5 forced Center A5’s facemask back for a prolonged period of time at the
line of scrimmage.

75. Fourth-and-Three on B33. Receiver B1 muffs Kicker A1’s punt at the B3 and the
ball rolls into the end zone where B2 recovers the ball and runs to the B5.  During B2’s
run, B8 held A8 in the end zone and during A1’s airborne kick A7 blocked B7 above the
waist in the back at the B27.

76. Third-and-Nine on B35. Team A trails 22-16 with 0:04 remaining in the game.
QBA1 throws a HAIL MARY pass deep into the end zone where B5 clearly and
obviously grabs Receiver A4 by the face mask and throws him to the ground to prevent
him from catching the ball.  The catchable ball falls incomplete over the end line (0:00).
After the play A4 saw no flag on the ground, so he grabbed the Back Judge. However the
SJ had thrown for DPI and FMM.

77. Third-and Eight- on A22. Shot Gun QBA1 throws a swing pass from the A14 to
Back A2 who is at the A12.  A2 then throws a pass to A1 who was uncovered at the A22
and he runs to the 50 where he is tackled.  The Referee throws his flag for ITP as he
thought the QB had been under center when he took the snap.

78. Third-and-Ten on A20. End A2 jumps up and controls QBA1’s pass near the
sideline at the A30½ and before he can clearly and obviously get both feet down
inbounds, B1 shoves him out of bounds at the A29½.  The Head Line Judge comes down
the sideline, and after a huddle with the Side Judge they rule a catch at the A30. The
Team B coach throws his challenge flag.

79. Fourth-and-Goal on B8. On a field goal attempt from the B15, the ball goes
through the uprights, deflects off the TV camera on the goal post support, and returns
backward over the crossbar and lands in the end zone.  At the snap Nose Guard B5 was
aligned with his left shoulder on the inside of Center A5’s left shoulder.  After the play
A5 is upset, so he grabbed the Side Judge to complain.



80. Fourth-and-Seven on B12. On a field goal attempt from the B20, the kick is
blocked and the ball rolls to the B4, where End A2 muffs the ball and the ball rolls
toward the sideline near the goal line where B3 recovers the ball in the end zone with his
feet out of bounds at the B1.  Prior to the kick, Wingback A4 grabbed and pulled B4’s
facemask as he rushed the corner to try to block the kick.

81. The score tied 21-21 with 6:04 remaining in the fourth quarter. Prior to the snap
on a try-kick, B6 enters the neutral zone opposite Guard A6 and A6, after a delay, lifts up
from his three-point stance.  B6 then continues on and drives A6 into the ground.

82. Third-and-Eleven on B18.  With 0:05 remaining in the game Team A trails 16-12.
QBA1 throws a pass to End A2 who catches the ball at the B7 and runs toward the goal
line and at the B4 extends the ball into the face of B1 who then tackles him on the goal
line (0:00).  Team B had twelve players on the field at the snap.

83. Second-and-Three on B4.  With 1:18 remaining in the game Team A trails 20-12.
T-QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the B5 and A2 dives over the line of scrimmage and is
tackled in mid-air at the B2 where he fumbles the ball (1:15) and the ball rolls into the
end zone where A1 and B6 simultaneously recover the ball (1:11).  The officials rule a
touchdown and the Replay Official initiates a review of the play.

84. Third-and-Nine on B19.  QBA1 completes a pass to End A2 who catches the ball at
the B7 and runs for a touchdown to tie the score 18-18.  Right after QBA1 released the
pass, B1 hit him helmet to helmet.  On the successful try kick, Nose Guard B5 pulled
Center A5 down by the facemask.

85. Third-and-Nine on A21.  T-QBA1 drops back in the pocket to the A14 where he
throws a shovel pass to Back A2 at the A18.  A2 muffs the ball into the air and Back A3
catches the ball at the A17 and runs to the A20 where he completes a pass to End A4 at
the A25 and A4 runs to the A31.  Prior to the shovel pass B1 chucked End A3 at the A27.



86. Fourth-and-Six on A36.  B1 signals for a fair catch at the B25 on Kicker A1’s punt.
The punt hits the ground at the B23 and deflects off A8’s leg at the B22 and rolls to the
B11 where A2 recovers the ball and runs to the B6.  During A2’s run A6 tripped B6 at the
B9.  Immediately after the snap, A7 tripped B7 at the A35.

87. Second-and-Nine on A8.  QBA1 throws a forward pass toward Flexed Receiver A3
at the A5.  While the ball is in the air, B4 blocks airborne A3 low at the A5 and the pass
then deflects off A3’s hands and B7 intercepts the ball at the A8 and runs for a
touchdown.

88. Third-and-Six on A26. Back A3 goes in motion from the A23 and is four yards
from the Team A sideline when the ball is snapped. Team B players thought he was
leaving the field and no one in the defensive secondary covered him. QBA1 throws a
pass to A3 along the sideline at the A34 and A3 runs for a touchdown. After the
touchdown B1 is upset as he saw no flag so he grabbed the Side Judge.

89. Second-and-Nine on A11.  QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at the A9 and A2 runs out of
bounds at the A18 after which A7 clips B7 out of bounds at the A18.  Tackle A8 was not
on the line of scrimmage at the snap.

90. Fourth-and-Eight on B38.  Kicker A1 punts the ball from the A48 and B1 muffs the
punt at the B3 and the ball rolls into the end zone where B2 recovers the ball and runs for
a touchdown.  Prior to the kick, Tight End A3 and Wing Back A4 chop blocked B3 at the
B39.

91. Third-and-Six on B16.  Shot Gun QBA1 hands the ball forward to Tackle A8 at the
B21 and A8 muffs the ball to the B27 where A3 recovers the ball and runs to the B12.

92. Third-and-Seven on A13.  Shot Gun QBA1 hands the ball forward to Back A3 at the
A8 and A3 runs to the right side of the field where he throws a pass toward A1 on the
opposite side of the field at the A16.  A1 catches the ball at the A17 and runs for a
touchdown. While A3’s pass is in the air to A1, B1 cut Flexed Receiver A4 at the A12 on
the right side of the field.



93. Fourth-and-Seven on B17.  Kicker A1 kicks a successful field goal to go ahead
21-19 with 0:13 remaining in the fourth quarter.  During the field goal attempt, B1 ran
from the B14, leaped at the line of scrimmage, and contacted Center A5 when returning
to the ground.

94. Third-and-Four on B7.  B1 drives Tight End A2 at the line of scrimmage to the B9
and releases him when B4 then immediately blocks A2 at the knees.  QBA1 then
scrambles to the B3 where he fumbles the ball.  B2 bats the ball at the B5, which is nearly
at rest, into the end zone where B4 recovers the ball with his foot on the sideline.

95. Third-and-Four on B30.  The score is tied 27-27 and the ball is snapped with 0:03
remaining in the game.  QBA1 throws a forward pass into the end zone.  B1 jumps to
intercept the pass, lands on one foot, and before he can get his second foot down, A2
strips the ball from him into the air.  The ball goes toward B3 who catches it in the end
zone and runs to the A8 where A6 tackles him by the facemask and causes him to fumble
the ball at the A6.  A3 recovers the ball at the A4 and runs for a touchdown (0:00).
During B3's run, B7 blocked A7 low at the A10.

96. Third-and-Fourteen on A2.  Shot Gun QBA1, from the end zone, throws a swing
pass to Back A2 who catches the ball at the A½ and runs to the A3 where B1 lowers his
head to initiate contact helmet to helmet, which causes A2 to fumble the ball into the end
zone.  A7 recovers the ball in the end zone.  During A2’s fumble, A3 clipped B3 at the
A4.

97. Second-and-Seven on B16.  On QBA1’s forward pass near the sideline at the B5,
End A2 jumps to catch the ball and B1 grabs A2 by the facemask and throws him toward
the ground.  The ball deflects off A2’s hands into the air and A3 controls the ball with his
left foot inbounds and his right foot on the sideline at the A4.  B1 is upset as he thought
his hand grazed A2’s helmet, so he picked up the Field Judges flag and threw it at A2.

98. Second-and-Six on A5.  With 1:13 remaining in the second quarter, QBA1
scrambles in the end zone and throws a backward pass toward Back A4 near the end line.
A4 muffs the ball and the ball rolls to the A6 where B7 recovers the ball.  B7 runs to the
A2 where he fumbles the ball into the end zone where B5 recovers the ball.  During A4’s
muff of the ball, Tackle A8 leg whipped B8 at the A4.



99. First-and-Ten on A12.  QBA1 hands off to Back A2 at A9 and A2 runs to the A22
where he sees he is going to be tackled so he tosses the ball to End A3 at the A24.  A3
muffs the ball into the air and B3 catches the ball at the A23 and runs to the A4 where he
is tackled and fumbles the ball. A5 recovers at the A1.

100. Fourth-and-Goal on B6.  With 6:06 remaining in the fourth quarter, Team A trails
21-19. On a field goal attempt from the B14 the snap is muffed by Holder A2 and the
ball rolls to the B17 where Kicker A1 recovers the ball and runs to the B8 where he drop
kicks the ball through the uprights.  At the snap Defensive End B4 tripped End A4 at the
line of scrimmage.
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